ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Problems concerning the estimation of population eigenvalues are of great interest in multivariate analysis. This paper is essentially concerned with estimating certain functions of canonical correlation coefficients. Suppose that the (p + q) X( p + q) positive definite matrix S has the Wishart distribution with n degrees of freedom and positive definite parameter covariance matrix 2, written S -W,+,(n, Z), and partition S and C as where S,, and Z,, are p X p, and S, and 2,s are q x q, with p d q. The positive square roots pr,...,p, (lap,> ... 2~~20) of p$...,$, the eigenvalues of Z;'Z,,Z&'Z,,, are the population canonical correlation coeffi-*This work was supported by the National Science Foundation.
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Gents. The squares of the sample canonical correlation coefficients are 2 Tl,..., p r2
(1 >rl> .* . > rp > 0), the eigenvalues of S,'S,2S&'S21. Discussions of canonical correlation analysis may be found in, e.g., [l, Chapter 121 and [3, Chapter 111 . These eigenvalues are also important in the problem of testing H: Z,, = 0 against K : Z 12 # 0, as they form maximal invariants under a natural group of transformations leaving the testing problem invariant. Any invariant test statistic is a function of rf,. . . , I-," and has power function depending only on p:, . . . , pi.
The work that follows represents an attempt to estimate the parameters 6, = pT/(l -p: ), i = 1,. . . ) p, in a decision theoretic way. Ideally, such an approach would specify a loss function in terms of these parameters, and risk computations would involve'expectations of this loss taken with respect to the joint distribution of rf,. . . , I-:. Such an approach, however, does not seem feasible, due primarily to the complexity of the distribution of rf,. . . , rz 13, Section 11.3.2.1. Instead, we concentrate on estimating a parameter matrix A whose eigenvalues are a,, . . . , S,, given a random matrix F whose eigenvalues have the same distribution as the variables yi = r,'/(l -r;), i = 1,. . . , p. It is then natural to hope that the eigenvalues of a "good" estimate A(F) of A will be reasonable estimates of a,, . . . ,a,.
ESTIMATES OF A
The parameters Si = pf/(l -pp), i = 1,. . . , p, are the eigenvalues of the parameter matrix where Z 11,2 = Z,, -Z,,Z,'Zs,. We assume for simplicity here that A is positive definite. Naive estimates of a,, . . . , 6, are yi = ri2/(1 -ri2), i = 1,. . . , p, the eigenvalues of S$sS,,S&lS,, or, equivalently, the eigenvalues of the random matrix
where A = 8~l~,(2S,,,2Z~~f~2, B = B,f~2S12S221S21~111~2. Put X = Z&1'2S&&1'2; from standard distribution theory (see, e.g., [3, Theorem 3.2.10 and Section 10.31, it follows that A -W,( n -q, Z,,) and is independent of X and B, that X -W,(n, Is), and that, given X, the conditional distribution of B is noncentral Wishart W&q, I,, a), where the noncentrality param-eter matrix D is
The probability density function (pdf) of F may be shown to be
where A is given by (I), and 2F1 is a hypergeometric function of matrix argument, having an infinite series expansion in terms of zonal polynomials (see [2] or [3, Chapter 71). It is worth emphasizing that although the random matrix F is not observable if Z is unknown, its eigenvalues are equivalent, in distribution, to yr, . . . , yp, where yi = ri2/(1 -ri2), and these are observable. An approach to estimating s i""' S,, and the one suggested here, is to estimate A by an orthogonally invariant estimate, i.e., an estimate of the form
ii(F) = H+(Y)H'
where H is a p x p orthogonal matrix such that It has been suggested by an anonymous referee that, rather than using F, it would be better to choose an observable matrix whose eigenvalues are the same as those of F. Such a matrix can be chosen in several ways; however, the distribution theory and associated problems of finding expectations are greatly simplified by the choice of F.
Our starting point, then, is an observation on a random p x p positive definite matrix F having pdf (4), and we consider the problem of estimating A by h(F) using the loss functions
The corresponding risk functions, involving expectations of L, and L, with respect to the distribution of F, will be subscripted similarly. The pdf (4) 
It follows that an unbiased estimate of A is the orthogonally invariant estimate Av= n-9-p-l
F-!Z n p' (8) n
Using the loss function cr given by (5), Au is the best estimate in the class of estimates of the form aA,, as the following result shows. The proof is completed by noting that this is minimized for all A when (Y = 1.
n Using the loss function L,, however, 6, is dominated by oh,, for some choices of CL In order to show this, we need the expectation of tr( F '). This is given in the following lemma. P3=2n[(n-q-p)(p+q+l)+(p-l)(q-1)1,
Proof. The proof is rather long and algebraicahy messy, and we will merely sketch it. Using the standard vet notation and direct products, we can 
where & = &( n -q -p -1). Next, conditioning on X, we have 
E[ (trZ3)21X] =E[ vec(l,)'vec(B)vec(B)'vec(l,)lX] = vec(l,)'E[ vec(B)vec(B)'IX] vec(Z,) =vec(Z,)'((Z,~+K)[qZ,2+(Z,@O)+(~@I,)] + [qvec(Z,)+vec(Ll)][qvec(Z,)+vec(~)]')vec(Z,). =2vec(Z,)'[qZ,~+(Z,@Q)+(QC3Z,)]vec(Z,)
Now taking expectations with respect to the W,(n, Z4) distribution for X, we obtain, using similar calculations,
and E[tr(G')] = n(trA)2+ n(n +l)tr(A2).
Hence we have
(16) E[tr(F2)] =&E[E[ (trB)2/X]] +&E{ E[ tr(B2)IX]},
and using (12)-( 16) gives the required result.
n Using the loss function L,, the risk of the unbiased estimate ACr is, using (7) and (q), 
The following theorem gives conditions under which A(, is dominated by L-x& After some minor manipulation Q(A) can be written as
where 6 and an argument similar to that above shows that, using squarederror loss, 6" is beaten by ab, for a satisfying max(O,(l -a -b)/(l+ a + b)) < a < 1. Moreover, Muirhead [4] has shoy that these latter estimates are beaten by nonlinear estimates of the form aS u + /3( 1 -r ')/r '.
It is seen from (17) were generated, where for various choices of a diagonal matrix Fi2. Then 100 F's were formed using (2) and were used to construct both A,; and AL, and from these average losses (with respect to L2) were obtained. Table 1 summarizes the results. In this table the value given for each combination of Z,, and n is the percentage reduction in average loss (PRLAL) for 8, compared with A,., i.e., it is the estimate of obtained by replacing risk with average loss. It appears that AI. can represent a reasonable improvement over A,,, especially when n is small.
Estimates of the parameters 6, = pf/(l -pf), i = 1,. . . , p, where cx satisfies (23). Current work is proceeding on evaluating these estimates and on obtaining other orthogonally invariant estimates of A.
